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Abstract. Let M and A be right 7?-modules. Then, M is called A-Kev projective if there
exist projective modules PN,PA and epimorphisms ffj : PN —> N,gA : PA —> A
such that for every homomorphism tp £ HornR{PN,PA), ipiKcrfN) < KergA. In this
paper, we consider the relationships between a projective, a weakly projective, a semi
projective and Ker projective modules. Many properties on Ker projective modules
were obtained.
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1. Introduction

Throughout this paper, all rings R are associative with identity and all modules
are unitary. For a module M over a ring R, we write Mn [nM) to indicate
that M is a right (left) i?-module. In this paper, when we refer to module M
which are unnoticed "right" or "left", it means that M is a right i?-mochile. We
denote the category of all right 7?-modules by Mod-R, and for any M £ Mod-/?.,
cr[M] stands for the full subcategory of Mod-i?, whose objects are subrnodules of
il'Z-generated modules.

Recall conditions (Ci), (C2) and (Gj) for a module M as follows:
(Cl) : Every submodule of M is essential in a direct sumniand of M.
(C2) : If a submodnle A of M is isomorphie to a sumniand of M, then A is

a summand of M.
{C-i) If Ml and M2 are summands of M such that MinM2 = 0, then

is a summand of M.
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A module M is called continuous if it ha.s (Ci) and (C2); M is called quasi-
continuous if it has (Cj) and (C;J).

The conditions (Q) dualize as follows, respeetively:
(D]) : For every submodule A of A'l, there is a decomposition M = Adi ® M2

such that Ml < A and A D M2 « M.

{D2) : If A < M such that M/A is isomorphic to a summand of M, then A
is a summand of A'l.

{D:i) If Adi and '̂/2 are summands of M with Adi + M2 = i\̂ /, then Mi n Ad2
is a surmnand of Ad.

A module M is called d,iscrete if it has (Di) and (-D2); -̂ '̂  is called f/uasi-
discrete if it has (-Di) and (-D3).

Recall the hierarchy:
Injective => quasi-injective => continuous=> quasi-continnous =4> (Ci).

Every module has an injective hull, but it is not in case of projective cover.
Therefore, in the present situation, we liave:

Projective =^ quasi-projective 7^ discrete ^ quasi-discrete =4- (Di).
Many authors studied modules with properties that are duals to injectivity,

continuity, quasi-continuity, ..., however there are many difficulties when dual-
izing, especially the existence of projective covers. By the definition of a weakly
injective module, in [7], S. K. Jain, S. R,. Lopez-Permouth and A'l. A. Saleh de-
fined the concept of a weakly projective module as follows: Let N and A be
modules and assume that A'̂  has a projective cover TT : P —> N. We say that
N is weakly >l-projective if for every homomorphism 6 : P —> A tihere exist an
epimorphism / : P —> N and a homomorphism h : N —> A such that 9 = hf.

hi 1967, the following result of Wu and Jans in [17] about quasi-projective
modules was also obtained with the condition of existing projective covers. Let
N £ Adod - R and assume that N has a projective cover / : P{N) —> N. Then
A'' is quasi-projective if and only if ip{Kerf) < Kerf, M^ £ End,{P{N)).

Besides. M. Q. Nam [12] defined a strongly continuous module via the endo-
morphism of the injective hull E{M) of M as follows: A module Ai is strongly
continuous if f{Ad) < Ad for all / S End{E{Ad)) whose kernel is a direct sum-
mand of E{Ad). Obviously, the strongly continuity is a generalization of the
quasi-injectivlty. Moreover, a strongly continuous module is characterized by
(Ci) and (C2) as follows:

(C2) If a submodule A of M is a direct summand of Ad then for every auto-
morphism ip of E{Ad), (p{A) is a direct summand of Ad.

In dualizing this definition, the difficulty is that not every module has a
projective cover. In order to overcome this difficulty, we note that every module
is an epimorphic image of a projective module. For any N E Mod — R, n(iV)
stands for the class of all pairs {PN-, fN), in case PN G Adod, — R is a projective
module and fi\! : P^ —> N is an epimorphism.

In this paper, we define a class of Ker projective modules which is a gener-
alization of class of projective modules. We consider the relationships between
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a projective. a weakly projective, a semi projective and Ker projective modules.
We also consider a Ker projective module in case it has a projective cover.

The texts by Anderson and Fuller [1], Dung, Huynh, Smith and Wisbauer
[3], Mohammed and Miiller [13] and Wisbauer [18] are general references for
module-theoretic notions not defined in this paper.

2. Ker-Projective Modules.

Firstly we have the definitions:

Definition 2.1.
(1) Let M and A be right R-modules. M is called A-Ker projective if there exist

projective modules PN,PA ond epivn.orphisms f^ • PN —> ^yfJA • PA —>
A such that for every homomorphism ij) £ Homfi{PN,PA),

(2) A module N is said to be quasi-Ker projective if N is N-Ker projective,
and Ker projective if N is A-Ker projective, 'iA £ Mod — R.

The following proves that such above modules are the generalization of pro-
jective modules.

Proposition 2.2. / / A'' is projective module then N is A-Ker projective for any
module A £ Mod - R. Thus every projective module is Ker - projective.

Proof Let Pj^ = N and fN = 'i-N-N —> N. Then, the proof is straightforward.

The following is a consequence of Wu and Jans in [17]:

CoroUciry 2.3. Let N be a module ha.ving a projective cover. If N is quasi-
projeetive then N is quasi-Ker projective.

Example 2.4. (1) ^-module Z is ^-Ker projective for all abelian group A, hence
2Z is Ker projective. .^-module Z2 — Z/2Z is quasi-Ker projective. We notice
that ^2 is not a projective .^-module and it has no a projective cover. In
general, for every n £ N, .^-module Zn = Z/nZ is quasi-Ker projective.

(2) ^-module Z4 = Z/iZ is 2^2-Ker projective, but ^-module ^ 2 can't
be .^4-Ker projective. In general, if p is a prime and k,n £ IN such that
k < n — I then .^-module Z^k is quasi-projective (quasi-Ker projective) but
it won't be .^^n-projective. Moreover, we can prove that ^2,1 = 2Z/2nZ is
.^2-Ker projective, with every n £ IN.

Now we consider the relationships between an A-Ker projective and an A-
projective module.
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Proposition 2.5. Let N and A be modules. If N is A-Ker projeetive then N is
A-projeetive.

Proof. For every epimorphism p : A —> X and homomorphism ^p : N —> X, it
suffices to show the existence of a homomorphism h : A'̂  —> A such that ph = ip
(see the following diagram),

PN — ^ PA

I . I
IN \ ip \ \OA

N > A-
h

I I
i i
0 i X

Since PN is a projeetive module, there exists a homomorphism ip* ; PN —> A
such that

pip* = LpfN. (1)

Also, since PN is a projeetive module, there exists a homomorphism V :
PN —> PA such that

--^*. (2)

We will prove that
KerfN < Kerip*. (3)

Indeed, from (2) we have Kerip* = {ip)~^{KergA). Since "ip £
PA), '>p{KerfM) < KergA. Therefore,

ip~'^ip{KerfN) < ^~\KergA) =̂  KerfN + Kertp < Kerip* => (3),

Thus, there exists a tmiqtie homomorphism h : A'̂  —> A such that

hfN^r- (4)

We will prove that ph = ^p. Indeed, for every n £ N, since /AT is an epimor-
phism, there exists x e PN such that n = /iv(a;). From (4) and (1), it follows
that

ph{n) = phfN{x) = pip*{x) = <fifN{x) = <f{n).

Therefore, A'̂  is A-projective, •

Corollary 2.6. Let N be an R-module. Then N is a projeetive module if and
only if N is A-Ker projeetive, VA 6 Mod — R.

CoroUciry 2.7. Let N be a module having a, projeetive cover. Then N is a quasi-
Ker projeetive module if and only if N is quasi-projective.
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The following is an immediate consequence.

Lemma 2.8. Let N and A he modules and {PN-JN) G ^{N), {PA, 9A) £
// for every homomorphism ip : P^ —> A, tp{KerfN) — 0, then for every
homomorphism 6 : PN —> PA uoe have 9{KerfN) < KergA. In other words, N
is A-Ker projeetive.

Lemma 2.9. Let N be an A-Ker projective module with corresponding pairs
{PN,fN) £ n(A''), {PA,gA) G n(yl). Then for every homomorphism 9 : Pjv —>
A we have 9{KerfN) = 0.

Proof. Consider the following diagram:

N A ^.-^^^- A-

i 1
0 0

Since A'̂  is A-Ker projective, for every homomorphism tp : Pjv —> PA we
have

i>{KerfM) < KergA. (5)

By the projectivity of A, there exists a homomorphism go : A —> PA such that

gAgo = 1A- (6)

For every homomorphism 9 : PN —> A, let tp = gQ9 : P^ —> PA. From (5) it
follows that goO{KerfN) < KergA. Hence gAgo{0{KerfN)) < gA{KergA) = 0.
From (6) we have 9{KerfN) = 0, ^9 : PN —> A. ' •

Proposition 2.10. Let N be an A-Ker projective module and H < A. Assume
that dl is A-projective. Then N is A/di-Ker projeetive.

Proof. Straightforward. •

From proposition 2.10 \ei A = R we obtain the following:

Corollary 2.11. Let N be a module and assume that N is R-Ker projeetive. Then
N is R/J-Ker projective, with J = J{R) = Rad{R).

Proposition 2.12. Let N be an A-Ker projective module, for any module A. If
Ad = N then Ad is A-Ker projective.
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Proof. Straightforward. •

Proposition 2.13. Let N and A be modules with [PN^fN) £ n(A'^), {PAIQA) £
). Consider the following diagram:

PN - ^ ^ PA

A-

1
0 0

Assume that the module N is A-Ker projective, then there exists a unique ho-
mom,orphisrn h : A'̂  —> A such that hf^ = tp* '^''^'^ hf^ = gA'^P-

Proof. Straightforward. •

We also obtain the following:

k

Proposition 2.14. Suppose that N is A-Ker projective and N —>•= M. Then
for every homomorphism h : N —> A, there exists an unique homomorphism
I : M —> A sueh that Ik = h.

3. Module Having a Projective Cover

In the above section, we defined a Ker projective module without paying atten-
tion to the existence of projective covers of modules. In this section, now we will
assume that the module has a projective cover.

Proposition 3.1. Suppose that N (A, resp.) has a projective cover {P{N),f)
({P{A),g), resp.). If for every homomorphism 9 : P{N) —> P{A) such that
9{Kerf) < Kerg, then N is an A-Ker projeetive module.

Proof. Straightforward. •

The following proves that the above definition of a Ker-projective module is
sensible when the module has a projective cover.

Proposition 3.2. Suppose that N has projective covers {Pi{N), fi) and {P2{N),
f2), A has projective cover {Pi{A),gi) and (^2(^)152)- If for any homomor-
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phisrn 9 : Pi{N) -^ Pi{A),

0{Kerfi) < Kergi (7)

then for any homomorphism, Tp : P2{N) —> P2{A), we have ip{Kerf2) < Kerg2.

Proof. Consider the following diagram:

Pi{N) - ^ ^ Pi{A)

/o v/ /i I 311 \go

P2{N) — ^ N A ^^!^ P2{A)

1 1
0 0

Then there exist isomorphisms /o : Pi{N) —^ P2{N) and go : P2{A) —>• Pi{A)
such that /2/0 = / l and 51.90 = ,92- Hence

= fo\Kerf2); Kerg2 = go\Kergi). (8)

For every homomorphism -tp : P2{N) —> P2{A-), let 0 = goipfo : Pi{N) —>
Pi{A). From (7) and (8), it follows that goi'fo{Kerfi) < Kergi. Therefore
9o''Pfofo\Kerf2) < Kergi. Hence ip{I<erf2) < Kerg2. u

Proposition 3.3. Let N be an A-Ker projective m-odule and assume that N (A,
re.sp.) has a projective cover {P{N),f) ({P{A),g), resp.). Then for any homo-
morphism 9 : P{N) —^ P{A) we have

9{Kerf) < Kerg (9)

Proof. Consider the following diagram:

P{N) — ^ P{A)

/./ 4 -1 . N»
PN ^ ^ N A ^-^^- PA •

1 1
By the ^-Ker projectivity of A, there exist projective modules PN-.PA and

epimorphisms /AT , gA such that for every homomorphism ip : PN —> PA

ip{KerfN) < KergA. (10)
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Since P/v is a projective module, there exists a homomorphism /o : PN —> P{N)
such that / / o = /w- Hence

KerfN = fo\Kerf). (11)

Since {P{N),f) is the projective cover of A'' and ffo = fN, it follows that /o is
an epimorphism. Hence:

Imfo = P{N). (12)

Since P{A) is a projective module, there exists a homomorphism go : P{A) —>
PA such that gA9o = ff- Hence

Kerg = g^'^ {KergA). (13)

For every homomorphism 9 : P{N) —^ P{A), let ^ = go9fo • PN —>
PA. By (10), we have goOfo{KerfN) < KergA and by (11), we have
9o9fofo\Kerf) < KergA, hence

go9{Kerf n Imfo) < KergA. (14)

From (12), we have Kerf DImfo = Kerf. Also from (13) and (14), we have
gQ^9o9{Kerf) < go\KergA) or 0{Kerf) + Kergo < Kerg. Hence 9{Kerf) <
Kerg. •

The following is an immediate consequence.

Corollary 3.4. Assume that N (A, resp.) has a projective cover {P{N),f)
({P{A),g), resp.). Then N is A-Ker projective if and only if for every ho-
momorphism ip : P{N) —> P{A), tp{Kerf) < Kerg.

4. The Relationships between Ker-projective Modules and Other Classes
of Modules

Firstly, we consider the relationship between Ker-projective modules and weakly
projective modules defined by S. K. Jain, S. R. Lopez-Permouth and M. A. Saleh
in [7].

Proposition 4.1. Let N and A be modules and assume that N has a projeetive
cover TT : P —i N. If N is weakly A-projeetive then N is A-Ker projective.

Proof. For every homomorphism 9 : P —> A, there exist an epimorphism / :
P —> N and a homomorphism h : N —>• A such that 9 = hf. Therefore
9{Kerf) = hf{Kerf) = 0. By lemma 2.8, A'' is an A-Ker projective module.

The converse is not true m general. For example, .^-module Z2 is quasi-
Ker projective. But it can't be weakly quasi-projective because Z2 has no a
projective cover. •
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However, we have the following:

Proposition 4.2. Suppose that N has a projective eover TT : P —> N. If N is
A-Ker projective and A is projective then N is weakly A-projective.

Proof. Since A and A'̂  are A-Ker projective, by proposition 3.3 we have
9{Kern) < KerlA = 0, for every 9 : P —> A. Therefore Kern < KerO.
Then there exists a homomorphism h : A'̂  —> A such that hn = 9. Hence A'̂  is
a weakly /1-projective module. •

Immediate result from the proposition 4.2 is the following:

Corollary 4.3. Suppose that N has a projective cover TT : P —> N. If N is
P-Ker projective then N is a projeetive module.

Proof. By the projectivity of P and proposition 4.2, we have A'̂  is weakly P-
projective. By [7, 2.7(4)], it follows that A'' is projective. •

Then, we consider the relationships between Ker projective modules and
semiprojective modules defined by C. H. Linh in [10].

Let A'' and A be modules. Module A'̂  is said to be A-semiprojective if for
every pair {PN,IPN) € H(A''), there exist a homomorphism h : A'' —> A and an
epimorphism / : P̂ v —^ A'' such that hf = ip!\f. We have:

Proposition 4.4. Let N and A be modules. If N is A-serniprojective module then
N is A-Ker projective module.

Proof. Fix a projective module PN and an epimorphism / . Then for every
homomorphism xpN '• PN —> ^, we have hf = ip^- Hence 0 = hf{Kerf) =
ilj]\t{Kerf). By lemma 2.8, N is ^-Ker projective. •
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